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Deep neural networks are great but...

• They have **many** hyperparameters

• They are **very sensitive** to hyperparameter values

• Very **hard to guess** good hyperparameter values

• Solution: use **hyperparameter optimization algorithms**

• number of layers and neurons
• learning rate and momentum
• dropout rate
• weight initialization
• and many others...
Hyperparameter optimization is **not** easy

\[ E_{val} = F(x) \]

- One hyperparameter evaluation requires DNN training to convergence that can **take several hours**
- The hyperparameter space has **large number of local minima**
- Difficult **non-convex optimization in high dimensions**
Our approach: Use surrogate model...

- Approximate the expensive hyperparameter evaluation with a surrogate model:

\[ F(x) \approx S_n(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda(\|x - x_i\|)^3 + b^\top x + a \]

- Experiments show that Cubic Radial Basis Function surrogate with polynomial tail fits the highly non-convex and spiky hyperparameter space surprisingly well
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Code:
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